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Internet should be available at
Southeast Housing in the fall

By Dauphne
Rogers

By Patrick Bobo
News Writer
Students in Southeast housing have
long and eagerly
awaited Internet ac
cess from their
rooms. That time has
almost arrived. Over
a year ago residents
voiced their desire to
be able to have Inter
net connections in
their rooms. As a re
sponse to this con
cern, Dr. Frank Franz
has agreed to pro
vide the funding for
the much-needed
project and installa
tion is currently un
derway.
The installation is
to be completed in
three phases. The
first part, which has
already been com

Editor-in-chief

Photo by Amy Beth Lloyd

pleted, involved run
ning wires from the
Research Institute to
Southeast. Part two is
currently in the pro
cess of being com
pleted. In this phase
of the installation,
buildings 606 and 608
will be the first to be
hooked up. Then tele
phone and computer
cables will be run to
the rest of the other

buildings. During the
final stage all the wir
ing will be completed
and Southeast hous
ing will be Internet
ready.
Mr. John Maxon, of
Southeast Housing,
said "The wiring
should be done by the
time students return
to school in the fall.
We have a commit
ment from Telecom-

munications and In
formation Services to
make this a high pri
ority."
When the final
hookup is com
pleted, all Southeast
residents will have
free Internet access
and free local calling.
It will connect

See Internet,
page 19

Does UAH have Homecoming spirit?
By Balamurugan
Marimuthu
Staff Writer
If there was rank
ing for the spirit
among the students,
UAH would be high
on the list judging
from last week.
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Inequality continues
during the 1990's in
the state of Alabama

to Valdosta State pre
viously on the road,
but won during the
homecoming week
end matches at home.
One common feature
was that, in almost all
the
basketball
matches, some people
occupy the same seats
every week. Maybe it
is superstition among
Homecoming King and Queen Robert
these loyal fans! The
Burrough and Paige Micheal
showing of team
(Photos by Amy Beth Lloyd)
spirit
is
unsurpassable.
As a part of the plified the together
It is a great feeling
Homecoming cel ness among the stu
to
watch
the introducebrations,
many dents here.
Consider the sport
events were orga
See Homecoming,
nized and the partici ing activities for
page 18
pation in each exem proof. UAH had lost

The income gap be
tween upper-income
Alabamians
and
middle and lower-in
come families has
widened over the last
two decades. This is
despite the strong
economy and tight la
bor markets of recent
years. That's the con
clusion of a study,
"Pulling Apart: A
State-by-State Analy
sis of Income Trends,"
released by the Eco
nomic Policy Institute
and the Center on
Budget and Policy
Priorities, both based
in Washington, D.C.
Alabama families
in the highest-income
fifth had average in
comes that were 10.6
times greater than
those in the lowestincome fifth by the
late 1990s. The
wealthiest families
also had incomes that
were nearly three
times as large as those
of the middle fifth.
"The top fifth now
claim 45 percent of
the income in Ala
bama," said Kimble
Forrister, Executive
Director of Arise Citi
zens' Policy Project, a
coalition of 137 reli
gious and community
groups that addresses
Alabama poverty is
sues. "As their share
grows, it becomes
even more outra
geous that they pay

the smallest share of
their income in
taxes."
"According to pre
vious studies, the top
1 percent of families
pay less than 4 per
cent of their income in
Alabama taxes, less
than half what the
bottom four-fifths
pay," said Forrister.
"In light of their phe
nomenal
income
growth, the top group
can afford to pay
more."
However, over the
last two decades, all
income groups in the
state of Alabama saw
an increase in their
incomes. The average
income of the poorest
fifth increased by
around $1,613 (16.8
percent), the middle
fifth experienced an
increase of approxi
mately $7,868 (22.6
percent), and the top
fifth saw their income
grow by $32,997 (38.2
percent). This gave
the top fifth a new
average high of
$119,470, which does
not include their in
come from capital
gains that are heavily
concentrated at the
top of the wage spec
trum.
Although mini
mum wage has not
kept pace with infla
tion, raises in the
minimum wage did
account for a portion
of the bottom fifth's

See Income,
page 18
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I Election 2000:1

most common crime at UAH

Make your vote count|

By Amy Beth
Lloyd

By Amy Duggar

News Editor

Staff Writer
Another famous name in the race for
President is George W. Bush. Son of
former U.S. President, George Bush, the
younger is the current governor of Texas
and a member of the Republican party.
Bush attended and received a BFA in His
tory from Yale in 1968 and his MBA from
Harvard in 1975. He is a former pilot for
the Texas Air National Guard and is very
active in the Methodist Church.
Issues of concern to the governor in
clude those associated with pro-life and
adoption policies. Bush is pro-life with
exceptions regarding rape and incest and
instances where the mother's life is in
danger. He supports efforts to increase
adoptions and wishes to make permanent
the $5000 adoption tax credit. Regarding
other social issues, Bush is opposed to
same sex marriage and doctor assisted
suicide.
Rather than being an advocate of Affir
mative Action Bush opposes quotas and
racial preferences and supports 'affirma
tive access' to open the doors of opportu
nity through programs such as the Texas
10 percent plan, where those who gradu
ate in the top 10 percent of their class are
automatically admitted to any state col
lege or university.
Governor Bush also believes environ
mental standards must be based on the
best science, market driven technologies
can provide solutions, and government
should encourage innovation and going
beyond compliance. When asked about
judicial appointments, Bush stated that he
would appoint strict constructionists who
would interpret the law, not legislate from
the bench.
With respect to crime, Bush plans to
increase state funds for construction of
state prisons and for hiring of additional
prison staff and to support contracting
with private sector firms to build and/or
manage state prisons. He also proposes
to end parole for repeat violent felons.
A conservative, Bush also wishes to re
duce state government regulations on the
private sector in order to encourage in
vestment and economic expansion. He
will also support limits on cash damages
in lawsuits against businesses and profes
sionals for product liability or malpractice.
Bush supports using local tax money to
finance the building of sports stadiums
and has proposed tax credits for compa
nies to invest in research and development
and franchise tax cut for small business.
More information on George W. Bush
can be accessed at www.vote-smart.org
and www.georgewbush.com, the official
website of the Bush presidential cam
paign.
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The campus crime
statistics for the Uni
versity of Alabama in
Huntsville for the
month of January
have been reported.
January saw only
two instances of
criminal trespass.
These took place at
the
Engineering
Building and at
Southeast Housing.
There was one re
port of Criminal Pos
session Forged Instru
ment at the Alabama
Credit Union. This

basically
means
someone has posses
sion of a stolen check.
An incident of
Duty to Stop and Re
main at Scene, failure
to remain at the scene
of an accident, took
place at the Nursing
building and South
east Housing saw one
count of a possible
telemarketing fraud.
The Bevill Center
was the scene of reckless endangerment
which officer rush of
the UAH Campus Po
lice explains as "put
ting someone else's
life in jeopardy due to
reckless activities."

In January, theft
continued to be the
most common occur
rence on campus.
Eight occurrences of
theft occurred in the
month of January.
Three of them took
place at Southeast
Housing. The remain
ing thefts happened
at the University Cen
ter, CCRH, the Ad
ministrative Science
Building, the Bevill
Center, and the Busi
ness Services Building.
Southeast Housing
was the scene of most
of the theft occur
rences. In addition to

the three property
thefts mentioned
above, two At
tempted Thefts 0f
Property and fiVe
Breaking and Enter
ing- Auto all hap
pened at Southeast
Housing.There were
no robberies or sexual
offenses as well as no
arrests during Janu
ary. The statistics
were supplied cour
tesy of the UAH Po
lice department and
represent the Incident
and Offense Reports
taken between 7:30
am on January 1,2000
through midnight
January 31, 2000.

Across the Campus
"What do you think about the period be
tween classes being expanded from ten to fif
teen minutes beginning in the fall of2000?"

Photon In/ Amu Beth Lloyd
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No meningococcal disease letters will be
mailed to students in the high-risk group
By Bettina
Phillips
News Writer
Lack of interest in
the vaccination for the
potentially fatal bac
terial infection known
as meningococcal dis
ease stimulated the
UAH
Wellness
Center's decision not
to pursue the distri
bution of letters to the
student body.
The November 4th
edition of The Expo
nent reported that the
W e l l n e s s
Center was in the pro
cess of creating a let
ter which would have
provided students
with information
about the disease.
The letter was to be
mailed to the students
considered to be in
the high-risk group
and also submitted to
the Exponent for pub
lication. Family nurse
practitioner at the
Wellness Center, Julia
Boehme, was quoted
as saying, "The vac
cine is currently not
available at the
Wellness Center. If
there is sufficient in
terest after the letters
are mailed, it will be
made available then."
Presently there are
posters which focus
on the meningococcal
disease
at
the
Wellness Center and
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the staff will answer
any questions, but
letters will not be
mailed to individuals.
Some students cur
rently enrolled at
UAH have remained
uninformed. Junior,
Joe Davis, says, "I
think that we defi
nitely should be in
formed if we are at
risk because I didn't
know anything about
it until now." Stu
dents agree that information should be
made
available.
"They should provide
the information sim
ply because parents
expect that when they
send their kids to col
lege that they will be
taken care of," says
Junior, Cassondra
Marshall.
Meningococcal dis
ease is an infection

dents, the ACIP, Advi
sory Committee on
Immunization Prac
tices, recommended
on October 20, 1999
that undergraduate
students living in dor
mitories or residence
halls get the vaccine.
The committee also
encouraged colleges
and universities to
provide information
about the disease and
make vaccines easily
available to students.
The letter has been
included in this edi
tion of the Exponent
and may be viewed
on the university web
site in the future.
The vaccine is still
not available at the
Wellness Center, but it
can be administered
at local health depart
ments for a cost of ap
proximately $55.00.

caused by the Neis
seria bacterium. It is
transmitted through
droplets of respira
tory secretions and
direct contact with an
infected
person.
Symptoms resemble
the flu and an infected
person may suffer
mental retardation,
hearing loss, loss of
limbs, or death.
The disease is rare,
but research done by
the CDC,. Center for
Disease Control and
Prevention, places
freshman college stu
dents living in dormi
tories at a greater risk
for contracting the
bacteria. As a result of
recent research, the
publicity of meningo
coccal cases on col
lege campuses, and
concern expressed by
parents of college stu

Come visit the land of Aruba!
imagine the possibilities
3 Nights/4 Days from

fg'f'M*

215

^ *

j Jravel
j |mpressk>ns

The Mill Resort & Suites
Situated across from Palm Beach amidst lush tropical gardens,
the Resort offers casual elegance and spacious comfort.
Many casinos, nightclubs, shopping galleries
and restaurants are all within walking distance.
Call today at

(256)837-0629 or (800)533-8170
Huntsville Wal-Mart Supercenter
6140 University Drive
•Rate is per person, land only and based on double occupancy and availability. Blackout, weekend, holiday and
peak season surcharges apply. Includes transfers and hotel taxes. Other restrictions apply. CST *2033828-50.

"1 never thought
1 could teach.
Kathy Henderson had never considered herself a teacher. But when
she heard that many of her daughter's third-grade classmates couldn't
read, she decided to do something about it She joined AmeriCorps and took
charge of the school's volunteer tutoring program. Seeing the students' grades soar showed Kathy
she had the ability to change lives. Now the director of a literacy program, Kathy says,
"AmeriCorps was the most rewarding experience I've ever had. Service will always be
a part of my life."
For more information visit the AmeriCorps booth at the North Alabama College
Placement Employment Day on February 23 or contact April Roth at
(256) 740-6817.

AmeriCorps: Are you up to the challenge?

News at ACE
By Anthony
Nicholson
News Writer
With Homecoming
2000 over and every
one here at ACE re
covering from such a
great time, we are tak
ing the week of Feb
ruary 7-11 off. That
was probably one of
the most successful
Homecomings in this
school's history and
hopefully you could
tell. I know that with
everything that is go
ing on, you all have to
be asking yourselves,
"What could ACE
possibly
have
planned for the cam
pus next?" SO GLAD
YOU ASKED... now I
can tell you!
This month, Joleen
Heckman (our Caba
ret director) has ar
ranged for comedian
Scott Henry to come
make you laugh on
Tuesday, February 22.
Last year, Scott
proved himself as one
of the most well re
ceived comedians this
school has ever seen
and this year, I would
place a bet on him
doing the same. Later
(March 4th to be ex
act), Joleen is getting
a very talented black
comedian named
Mark Reidy to stop
by. He's a very funny
gentleman; you can
take my word on it
because I have seen
him before. If you
have been living in a
hole, you will not
know where these
events are... so I will
tell you. All cabaret
events (small musical
acts and comedians)
are held in Mom's in
the UC and the events
start at about 9pm.

Later this month, I
have teamed up with
the Black Student Association (BSA) to
bring The Wood to
campus. That will oc
cur around February
28th, but more on that
later. What I really
want to do for you,
the student body is to
give you a chance to
program for me. I
have apparently got
ten really lazy and do
not have a clue what
to bring for you to
watch in late March.
(In reality, I am trying
to include the student
body more in my pro
gramming.) Here is
the way it works. 1.)
Fill out the highly
fashionable, yet envi
ronmentally safe bal
lot, and 2.) turn it into
the box marked "ACE
V I E W E R " S
CHOICE" at the Info
desk in the UC. I have
narrowed the selec
tion down to four fea
ture films that are go
ing to be in theaters or
in the video stores
during the month of
March. The nominees
are:
ACE
Viewer's
Choice Movie
(please circle one)
1. Sleepy Hollow
2. Galaxy Quest
3. Toy Story 2
3. The World is Not
Enough
Now the decision is
totally up to you.
Which movie will I
bring to campus in
March? If you really
like one of these films,
vote multiple times.
Well, that's all for this
week.
I will announce the
winner
of
the
Viewer's Choice later
in the month. Take
acre and I will see you
at the events!

exponent,
uah.edu
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rMotTvatecT" The School For Field Studies
To MakeA
Difference
By Jessica
Walters

News Writer

By Jennifer JRoberts-l^®
SGA meess^£ng (2-7-01)1
The first order o f business <f
Stume
j dent Government ^Association^ting
| of February 7 was a 3400 reque^or*^ the
German Club in ord^r to host ai^te& ^ned
| professor from Georgetown l)^ve*sity
who is also a m^xxiber of
^d's
alumni. The motioin. passed.
In other business^ Legislator Pale f*>bes
announced that
Higher ^Uca-tion
Partnership, of whXczh SGA is ^err^l>er,
and the Business Coloncil of Ala'iama ^vill
host a two-day event in Mont^mer^V in
late February. The «^vent allov- stac:Aent
government legisla. tors an oppc^^y to
meet representations of Alab/a's top
industries. Student legislators ^ ^Qve
the opportunity to jp>x-ovide pot^ Em
ployers with resunrx^s and le#s" "^biey
can also participate in "mock ir/'ieWurs,"
according to Jobes.. This is orf.0ru,e? of
many opportunity s that are f61"^ to
people who take pant in SGA.
In other news, Thtn American ^ C*«oss
Minority Initiatives Committed® be
sponsoring the "Red Cross For /^ipole,
A Rainbow of Diversity" poste;COatrEst,
which is intended to promote al{arer*l«ess
of the history of Red Cross, Bl^' *—Mis~
panics, and Womern. The event'^ *«*ke
place on February a t American^ c*~~oss
(1101 Washington St.). The p/rs ^^ill
be available for viewing all^v -AVn
awards ceremony
will takef'ace
at
Soc
5:30pm, following a ip>re-ceremo^
^ial
gathering at 4:30pm.. The public^1fced
to attend. For furtU~\.er question P^^^^se
call 536-0084, ext 21 X
The meeting closescl with SG^^^^nt
Nathan Bowen's rr-^port. Bo'ei1 aa^nn o u n c e d t h a t t h r e eI l ^ r g es i g n s e n
placed around ca mpUs to afUrri ce
monthly campus a.<z Xivities. ^ t*2he
next two weeks, fiw«^ more sigi^ Ex
pected to follow. S ^condly, ^ - re
leased the tentative dates for the^el*ac
tions, which are cunr^ruly set fotW XL213. This will allow stridents a ir0vsr " of
a week and a half to ^Smpaign bO'Ut
not least, Bowen ex;p*resseci his^tuj-«de
for all of the UAH ;sXnidents wl^F* #^ed
make this year's Xdomecomi^^^at
Bowen called "theb-esst Homec<$I~~ve
seen in my four year-s at UAH." jn"°v\r^«en
stated, the turnout att Xhe bonfir# vw~as
over five hundred, wd-iich was gi»:atH-*san
what had even bee?r^. hoped foi^w^En
acknowledged the s u c c e s s f u l o f
SGA members, suclh^ as GeofU'^^ 'ris
and Cameron Rod-g^ers, both^CD m
worked at almost ev>~€^;ry event ta>^
^sell
as having managed trhe tail-gafe

Where will you be
this summer? Work
ing, watching televi
sion, wasting time?
What about hiking in
a remote area, skip
ping rocks on one of
the world's most
beautiful coastlines,
or learning about our
environment and
how we can protect
it? That's what I did
last summer and I
loved every minute of
it.
This opportunity,
the School for Field
Studies, is a study
abroad program that
takes a very liberal
approach to ecologi

cal issues. Students
work on a variety of
field studies located
across the globe From
Mexico to British Co
lumbia. Students can
venture to places such
as Australia, Costa
Rica, Turks, Caicos,
and Kenya.
SFS is careful to
consider economical,
sociological, and en
vironmental factors in
trying to solve a par
ticular scientific di
lemma. For example,
I attended the British
Colombia program
last summer and
worked with Coastal
Temperate Rain For
ests.
Our primary focus
was the effect logging
had
on
Pacific

Salmon. Through vis
iting active logging
sites on Vancouver Is
land, touring timber
yards and salmon
fisheries, and lectures
from our professors,
our group got an
amazing first hand
view of how real and
important ecological
stability and diversifi
cation really is.
Not that into sav
ing the world? You
don't have to be to at
tend this program.
Our group of 23 stu
dents from the states
was not all biology
majors.
We had some com
puter science majors,
urban sprawl and its
effects majors in addi
tion to various types

of biology majors. Ey

ery individual added
their own unique per.
spective and knowledge to make us a
strong group.

The School for
Field Studies holds
two month long pro.
grams in the summer
and two semester
programs (one in the
fall and spring).
Better yet while
you are out playing in
the woods, looking at
whales off the shore,
or gazing at eagles,
you get college credit
for it.
If you are inter
ested in attending SFS
or have questions,
please contact me at
my email address,
jessvb32@aol. com.

Student Government Association
Outstanding Faculty Award Nomination Sheet
As representatives of the students at U.AH., it is the duty of the S.G.A to aid in
the enhancement of student life in all areas. One of the ways in which we are able to do
so is by honoring faculty members that make a significant positive impact on the lives of
the students in the U.AH. community. Please nominate one U.AH. faculty member who
has made the most significant and positive impact on your life in this past academic year
to receive the Student Government Association's Outstanding Faculty Award for 1998.
ons wm t*5 reviewed by the Student Government Outstanding Faculty
Name of Faculty Nomination:
Department:
Poor

Excellent

Attitude

1

2

6

Organization

1

2

6

Knowledge of Subject

1

2

6

Availability

1

2

6

Teaching Ability

1

2

6

Comments:

Student Name_
Major

Class Rank
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The moral dilemma of alcohol: Seth's view
By Seth Worrell
Religious
Opinion Writer
The statistics are
staggering. The aver
age age of first alcohol
use is twelve. Accord
ing to the National
Institute on Drug
Abuse, ninety-three
percent of all teenag
ers in the United
States have had some
experience with alco
hol by the end of their
senior year of high
school, and six per
cent drink daily.
One survey re
leased by the Universitv of Colorado
shows that alcohol
abuse is not just a
problem outside the
church. The study in
volved nearly four
teen thousand juniorhigh and high school

youth and compared
churched
young
people with un
churched
young
people, finding very
little difference be
tween them. For ex
ample, eighty-eight
percent of the un
churched
young
people
reported
drinking beer, com
pared to eighty per
cent of churched
young people. How
then, should we as
Christians respond to
this moral dilemma
known as alcohol?
Let's begin by look
ing at the facts. Alco
hol is the drug most
commonly used and
abused by young
people as well as
adults.
Nationwide sur
veys indicate that
about ninety percent

and Galatians 5:1920. But the fact that
the Bible calls drunk
enness sin, doesn't
necessarily mean that
some people's bio
chemistry makes
them more prone to
addiction.
The chemicals pro
duced in those whose
bodies have trouble
processing acetaldehyde into acetate act
like opiates and there
fore contribute to al
coholism.
Did you know that
alcoholism is the third
largest health prob
lem (following heart
disease and cancer)?
There are an esti
mated 10 million
problem drinkers in
the American adult
population, and an
21:20-21;
1 estimated 3.3 million
Corinthians 6:9-10; teenagers are problem

of the nation's youth
experiment with alco
hol - by far the drug
of choice.
Alcohol is an in
toxicant that de
presses the central
nervous system and
can bring a temporary
loss of control over
physical and mental
powers. We've all
seen the signs (just
watch an "episode of
Cops): lack of coordi
nation,
slurred
speech, blurred vi
sion, and poor judg
ment.
In recent years de
bate has raged over
whether alcoholism is
a sin or a sickness.
The Bible clearly la
bels drunkenness as a
sin in such passages
as
Deuteronomy

The Exponent would like to
hear your views on religion
All opinions ex
pressed in the Reli
gion Page of The Ex
ponent reflect those of
the author. The Expo
nent takes no position
on religious matters.
There are many dif
ferent religions, as
well as opinions con
cerning various reli
gious issues, through
out the world.
If you have an
opinion about any re
ligious topic, please
feel free to submit
email
to
rogersc@email.uah.edu
in order to have your

Exponents
stories
online
at

opinion printed on in the office, sub mis- ions and / or facts conthe religion page. If sions can be left in the cerning religious matyou would like to dis drop-box on the door, ters to approximately
Please, limit opin- 250 words.
cuss your particular
religion and let read
Don't Put Your
ers know something
Baby's Health
about it, again, feel
free to email The Ex
On The Line.
ponent.
Get Prenatal Care Early
Call 1-800-311-2229
Readers can also
Confidential
drop off submissions
Take Cut re of Yourself
to The Exponent office
Set You Can Take Care of Your Baby
directly. We are lo
cated in the UC,
Room 104. If no one is

drinkers. Half of all
traffic fatalities and
one-third of all traffic
injuries are alcohol
related. Many babies
are born each year
with medical prob
lems because their
mother drank during
pregnancy.
What does the
Bible say about alco
hol? It's not surpris
ing that the Bible says
the most about the
most common and
most abused drug,
namely, alcohol.
Although drinking
wine is not strictly
forbidden (John 2:110; Psalms 104:15; 1
Timothy 5:23), let's
face it, back then you
drank wine or dirty
water. You couldn't
exactly run to the
store for a Coke. At
any rate, Ephesians
5:18
admonishes

Christians not to be
drunk with wine. In
many places in Scrip
ture drunkenness is
called a sin (Deut.
21:20-21; 1 Cor. 6:910; Gal. 5:19-20).
The Bible also
warns of the dangers
of drinking alcohol in
Proverbs 20:1; Isaiah
5:11; and Habakkuk
2:15-16. As you can
judge, the Bible is
clear when it speaks
about alcohol.
In the fight against
drugs, Christians
must not ignore the
impact alcohol has
had on Americans'
lives.
Alcohol is an ad
dictive drug and has
had a profound nega
tive effect on indi
viduals, families, and
our society.
But don't take my
word for it. Take His.

Pregnant?
Catholic Family Services
offers
Free counseling and adoption services
Choice of adoptive parents
Licensed non-profit since 1928
Choice of confidential or open adoption

536-0073

1010 Chruch Street

Think you have
nothing to lose with

ABORT/CW?
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Sports
Charger
Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey
Record: 12-7-4
Bemidji State 5, UAH 4
UAH 6, Bemidji State 1

Men's Basketball
Record: 15-4
Christian Brothers 73, UAH 65
UAH 68, Valdosta State 65

Women's Basketball
Record: 6-14
Valdosta State 74, UAH 63

Baseball
Record: 2-1
#6)UAH 24, (#4)North Florida 11
UAH 6, St. Leo 5
Presbyterian 8, UAH 2

Intramurals
loor Hockey
Sigma Nu 6, Pimp C Playas 1
Spragins Heroes 5, Pi Kappa Alpha 0
ATO 1, Delta Chi 0 (forfeit)

CONGRATULATIONS to Jumpmen and

Chargers Brutalize Beavers
Courtesy
Charger Sports
Information
After suffering a 54 overtime loss Friday
night to Bemidji State,
the UAH Chargers hit
the ice with fire in
their eyes and issued
a 6-1 beating over the
Beavers in front of an
announced crowd of
2723 at the VBC Sat
urday night. With the
win, UAH returns to
the number two spot
in the CHA standings
and improve to 12-74 overall and 9-4-1 in
the CHA.
The rivalry be
tween UAH and BSU
heated up tonight
with plenty of physi
cal play on the ice and
penalties to match.
The Chargers broke
school records for
Most Penalty Minutes
in a Game (96), Most
Penalty Minutes in a
Game for Both Teams

UAH at the Regional 3-on-3 Basketball Tourna
ment at Georgia State University on Saturday
February 19!

REGISTER NOW for the last intramural
sports of the 1999-2000 academic year! The
sports coming up are 6-Pack Soccer Softball,
and 5-on-5 Basketball. You have until Febraury
21 to Sign up. Forms are available for teams or
individuals in the University Center or
Spragins Hall lobby areas. Get in the game!

Check out Charger
Sports online.
exponentuah.edu

game. Bowen and Ian
Fletcher assisted on
Blaise's seventh goal
of the season. But
Bowne was not done
yet, scoring the game
winning unassisted
goal
with
3:39
remaning in the pe
riod. Joel Bresciani
started the rout with
his second goal of the
season twenty-seven
seconds later to give
UAH a 3-1 lead going
into the locker room
at the second inter
mission. Karlis Zirnis
picked up the assist
on the Bresciani goal.
In the third period,
the Chargers contin
ued to turn up the
heat on the Beavers.
Bowen scored his
14th goal of the sea
son 5:56 into the pe
riod with an assist
from Ryan Leasa.
Marc Lalonde put the
Chargers up 5-1 with
nine minutes remain
ing in the period with

an assist from Jay
Woodcroft. Gerald
Overton added the fi
nal ounce of punish
ment by scoring his
first UAH career goal,
assisted by Lalonde
and
Ryan
McCormack, to give
the Chargers a 6-1
lead with 7:38 remain
ing in the game.
McCormack kept a 7
game point scoring
streak alive with the
assist on the Overton
goal.
Then the frustra
tion set in and the
penalties began, in
cluding six 10-minute
misconduct penalties
issued to both teams
thirty-three seconds
after the Overton
goal. The game ended
with a little confronta
tion at the final horn
that resulted in game
disqualifications for
the Charger's Shane
Stewart and BSU's
Frank Udovich.

Baseball opens with a bang
By Danny Parker tive 40-plus win sea
Sports Editor

It Could Happen from the 3-on-3 Intramual
Basketball program! They will be representing

(185) and Most Pen
alty Minutes in a Pe
riod (69). The game
featured a few skir
mishes on the ice with
a total of nine major
misconduct penalties
and two game dis
qualifications being
issued to both teams.
Nathan Bowen led
the Chargers with
two goals and an as
sist and Mark Byrne
turned away 25 BSU
shots for the win. Bob
Tallarico was tagged
with the loss for BSU,
despite turning away
42 UAH shots.
After playing to a
scoreless tie in the
first period, the Bea
vers drew first blood
in the game off a
Stefan Bjork goal
three minutes into the
second period. The
Chargers wasted very
little time in respond
ing with a Dwayne
Blaise goal two min
utes later to tie the

The UAH Baseball
team opened their
season this past week
end at the North
Florida Invitational in
Jacksonville, Fla.
Expectations were
not very high going
into the weekend
since bad weather has
kept the team from
practicing very much
in recent weeks.
Opening the season
up with the 4th ranked
team in the country
on their home field
did not raise hopes
either. However, this
UAH squad has a
chip on their shoul
ders as three consecu

sons have yet to con
tribute to a Gulf South
Conference title or a
birth in the College
World Series.
UAH 24, UNF 11
The Chargers dis
played their offensive
firepower in the sea
son opener. After fall
ing behind, the North
Florida Ospreys 9-3 in
only the second in
ning, the Charger bats
started to heat up.
The Osprey's pre
season All-American
starting pitcher, Matt
Incinelli, did not
make it out of the
third inning as he re
linquished seven runs
on seven hits in 21/3
innings pitched.

Everything went
the Chargers' way af
ter the second inning
as they had 25 hits
collectively coupled
with five Osprey er
rors giving North
Florida their worst
defeat in school his
tory.
The
Chargers'
sophomore catcher,
Jason Manwaring,
had an unbelievable
day at the plate as he
drove in seven runs
on six hits, including
a double and a threerun homerun.
"I was just seeing
the ball well and
throwing my hands,"
said Manwaring.
Chargers Andy
Evans collected four

hits, while John Cut
ter scored five times
and drove in four
funs thanks to his 3hit
performance
which included a
grand slam in the
Chargers'
9-run
eighth inning.
J. J. Belk and David
Gates had three hits.
Darius McKay and
Blake Bone added
two hits apiece.
Justin Wade (1-0)
earned the victory
with eight strikeouts
in
five
innings
pitched.
UAH 6, St. Leo 5
Things did not get
too much easier for

See Baseball/
page 8
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Men's basketball survives Valdosta State scare
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
The Chargers went
to Memphis, TN on
Wednesday looking
to rebound from a
tough loss at Lincoln
Memorial. However,
they ran into a red hot
shooting Christian
Brothers team who
handed the Chargers
a 73-65 loss. It was the
first time the Charg
ers would suffer backto-back losses this
season. It was also the
first time in school
history that the
Chargers would lose
to CBU.
In the game, the
Bucs shot a sizzling
56% (26-46) from the
field and 61% (11-18)
from 3-point range.
Meanwhile, though
the Chargers avoided

a totally dismal shoot
ing night, they simply
were unable to keep
pace. UAH was 25-of54 (46%) from the
field and 8-of-19
(42%) from 3-point
range.
Christian Brothers
(9-9) had three play
ers in double figures,
paced by Rodney
Chapman with 28
points. Chapman was
followed by Jackson
Payne with 16 and
Edmund Nabutete
with 10. Antrone
Rogers led the Charg
ers (14-4) with 27
points. He was the
only Chargers in
double digits.
UAH came out of
the chutes blazing,
jumping out to a 7-0
lead. However, the
Bucs came roaring
back behind the range
bombing of Chapman
and Payne. Once CBU

caught up, the game
remained tight. .The
game was tied seven
times in the first half.
CBU was smoking
in the first half, shoot
ing an unbelievable
80% from 3-point
range. However, the
Charger
defense
forced 12 turnovers
which turned into
points that kept the
Bucs from getting a
substantial lead. The
largest lead of the first
half was the Charg
ers' 7-point advan
tage. At intermission,
the Chargers trailed
34-32.
In the first three
minutes of the second
half, CBU picked up
where they left off,
opening up with a 113 run. A layup by
Chapman gave the
Bucs a 45-35 lead with
16:30 left. The Charg
ers finally woke up

The Lady Chargers'
GSC woes continue
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
The UAH Lady
Chargers fell to 0-8 in
the GSC with a 74-63
loss to Valdosta State
at Spragins Hall on
Homecoming 2000.
The Lady Chargers
opened up with a 6-0
run to take control of
the game in the first
half and was able to
take a 10 point lead
with 8:33 remaining
in the half.
The Lady Blazers
mounted a comeback
in the remainder of
the of the half, cutting
the UAH lead to two
points at the half, 2826
The second, half
was a back and forth
battle, with Valdosta
jumping out to take

the lead early in the
second half.
The Lady Blazers
were able to take an
eight point lead 6:33
into the half, but the
Lady Chargers were
not ready to give up
yet and went on a 102 run to tie VSU 42-42
with 9:18 remaining
in the game.
UAH managed to
keep the game within
reach for the next 3:13
before Valdosta took
command of the
game and put it out of
reach for the Lady
Chargers.
Katie Caldwell led

the Lady Chargers
with 25 points fol
lowed by Jennifer
Whitley with 19
points and 16 re
bounds.
Trista Montgomery
led the Lady Blazers
with 18 points fol
lowed by Tracy
Sprolden with 14
points and Jessica
Johnson with 11
points.
The Lady Chargers
fall to 6-14 overall for
the season and 0-8 in
conference
playValdosta State im
proves to 10-10 and 44 in the GSC.

Help Wanted!
The Exponent is now hiring for
the position of associate sales
person. Salary plus commis
sion. Hours will be discussed
upon application.

behind Rogers and
answered with a run
of their own. A 16-4
run over the next six
minutes put the
Chargers back in
front. A jumper by
S a e v a r
Sigurmundsson gave
the Chargers a 51-49
lead with just over 10
minutes left.
Christian Brothers
again answered the
UAH surge. With
UAH leading 54-53,
Payne buried a 3pointer to put CBU
ahead to stay with
7:22
left.
CBU
outscored the Charg
ers 19-12 the rest the
way to hold on for the
upset.
Homecoming Sat
urday was supposed
to be payback time for
the Chargers, who
lost at Valdosta State
earlier this season, but
the Blazers had other
ideas. The Chargers
would get the win, 6865, but not without a
fight from the visitors.
VSU came out fir
ing in the first half,
rolling out to an eight
point lead. A 3pointer by Darnell
Brown gave the Blaz
ers a 15-7 lead five
minutes into the
game. After trailing

for most of the first
half, the Chargers fi
nally caught up. A
layup by Allen
Chasteen tied the
game at 32-32. Then
Chasteen struck again
with 1:09 left to give
the Chargers their
first lead of the game
at 34-32. Donald
Wynn made a layup
off of a steal by Joe
Smith with two sec
onds left to give the
Chargers a 36-32 lead
at the half.
In the second half,
the Chargers tried to
run away and hide,
opening with a 13-5
run. A 3-pointer by
Antrone Rogers gave
the Chargers a seemly
comfortable 12-point
lead at 49-37.
However, the Blaz
ers came storming
back with a 13-2 run
to cut the lead to 5150 with 8:54 left. VSU
would actually tie the
game with 1:04 left on
a pair of freethrows
by Brown.
On the next posses
sion, Aaron Burdette
went up for a goahead layup, but his
shot was blocked. He
was able to get his
own rebound though,
and put the ball in the
bucket. That would

put the Chargers
ahead to stay at 64-62
with 33 seconds left.
VSU did have one
last chance after
Brown hit a 3-pointer
with eight seconds
left to cut the lead to
a single point.
However, Smith hit
a pair of freethrows
and a desperation
shot at the buzzer
missed, sealing the
win.
The win improved
the Chargers record to
15-4 overall and 6-2 in
the GSC. Valdosta
State fell to 8-12 and
2-6.

Rogers was the
scoring leader for the
Chargers with 14
points.
Smith,
Burdette and Wynn
each finished with 10.
Smith also dished out
12 assists.
Marcus Williams
paced VSU with 20
points. Brown fol
lowed with 15 and Ja
son Dangerfield 13.
As of January 30,
UAH ranks third in
the NCAA Division II
South Region poll.
To catch the Charg
ers' next game at West
Florida this Saturday
at 2:30 p.m., log onto
Live on the Net
(zvwzv.lweonthenet.com).

Sports Internships Available!!
The Alabama Sports Festival, part of the nationwide network of
State Games Programs and recognized as a United States Olympic
Committee State Games Program participant, is offering a variety
of internship possibilities for the college graduate and undergradu
ate student.
The opportunities include positions in Sports Administration,
Sports Journalism, Sports Management, Sports Marketing, and their
primary disciplines: administration, communication, computer tech
nology, journalism, management, and marketing.
Internships are available for six- to nine-month periods that ex
tend through the 2000 Summer Games (June 29-July 2) in Birming
ham, Alabama. Each intern will gain practical, hands-on experience
in a variety of fields. Computer experience is essential.
The main office is located in Montgomery, Alabama, and the in
terns will be provided with housing, food, and a $100/month sti
pend for personal items. Send resume to or contact
Tom Healey
Director of Sports Operations and Marketing-North Region
Alabama Sports Festival
P.O. Box 20327
Montgomery, AL 36120-0327
(800)467-0422
(334)280-0065
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Lady Chargers collect more post season honors
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
The post season
honors continue to
stack up for the Lady
Chargers following
their 29-6 season that
included a GSC East
Division Co-Champi
onship and a second
straight appearence in
the NCAA South Central Regional Tourna
ment. Lady Chargers'
Ellen LaFiore and Lisa
Spencer were named
to the All South Cen
tral Region Team by
the American Volley
ball Coaches Associa
tion.
LaFiore has already

been recognized as
the GSC East Division
Player of the Year and
a member of the All
GSC Tournament
Team this season.
Spencer was recog
nized as the AVCA
National Division II
Player of the Week for
the week of Novem
ber 1st and a member
of the All GSC First
Team. Spencer also set
UAH and
GSC
records for most ca
reer assists and the
UAH career record
for most service aces.
Taube chosen
Coach of the
Year in GSC
When the Gulf
South Conference released its list of super-

lative performers
from the 1999 season
on Tuesday, Coach
Laura Taube got a
pleasant surprise. The
original release did
not mention who had
been chosen GSC
Coach of the Year.

This afternoon, the
suspense was lifted
and the honor had
been bestowed on the
Lady Charger head
coach.
Taube joined GSC
Player of the Year
Ellen LaFiore and All-

GSC team picks Lisa
Spencer
and
Samantha Marlin.
It is the second time
in her career that
Taube had been chosen the GSC's top
coach. Taube was also
named Coach of the

Year in 1995 when shi
led the Lady Charger
to a 29-13 overal
record and a seconc
place finish in th<
GSC East. The Lad^
Charger finished thi
1999 regular seasor
with a record of 28-4

Women's cross-country finishes 3rd in NCAA
Southeastern Regional Meet, Men finish 11th
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
The UAH Lady
Chargers finished the
1999 season with a
third place finish at
the NCAA Southeastern Regional
^
meet
held at Spartanburg,

Read The Exponents
news stories online!
exponent.uah.edu

Get some on

'me

SC.
As a team UAH
had a total of 119
points, finishing 33
points behind second
place Florida Southern College,
University
of
North Florida was the
regional champions.
Candace Chambers
was named to the All
Southeastern Region
Team..
Chambers led the
Lady Chargers, fin
ishing 12th overall
with time of 23:11 on
the 6K
course.
Amanda Kerkhof
(23:53), Ay tree Blalock
(23:58), Kris Whorton
(23:59) and Fawn
Pitcher finished 22nd,
23rd, 24th and 42nd
for the Lady Charg
ers.
The UAH Charger

Men finished elev
enth in the champion
ship meet, improving
on last year's 17th
place finish.
Alonzo Carlisle led
the Chargers with a
22nd place finish in
the meet, followed by
Jason Burns(29th),
Dennis Eaton(87th),
J o n a t h a n
Gardner(94th),
M i c h a e l
Vincent(lOlst) and
Stephen Baker(113th).
The 1999 season
was the most success
ful season for the
cross country pro
gram with the Lady
Chargers finishing
with a 6-1 record plus
winning the GSC title
and the men's team
won two meets this
season and second
place in the GSC

championships.
Charger
Coacl
Named GSC Coacl
of the Year
UAH Coach Davie
Cain was named GSC
Women's and Men':
Cross Country Coacl
of the Year at the GSC
Championship Meet
Cain, in his seconc
year as the Charge
coach, was selectee
for the honor by all o
the GSC Coaches
Coach Cain's Lad)
Chargers
swep
through the 1999 sea
son with a perfect 5-(
regular season recorc
and won their firs
ever GSC Champion
ship.
Cain's men's tean
improved from 6th ir
the 1998 champion
ship meet to second ir
the 1999.

Baseball, continued from page 6

CASH that is!

UAH as they faced
the 30th ranked St. Leo
Lions the next day.
Once again, the
Chargers fell behind
early in the game,
After falling behind 41, the Chargers scored
in four of their final
five trips to the plate
and Charger pitchers
Bryan Gustafson,

on

www.al.com)
Enter to win *100 cash, Waterford "Love" hand-cut
crystal toasting flutes from Parisian and more!*
Play the "Love Machine" and see if you're lucky in love
Read Valentine stories and find gift ideas from
The Birmingham News, The lluntsville Times and Mobile Register

Get love advice from Harry and Sally
Post a free love note - and see if there's one for you
Send FREE Valentine e-cards

m

ALABAMA
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(www.al.com)
Alabama's Home on the Net
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Th. 8»n*nghv. Nam and Motto Itagar

James
"Bubba"
Hallman (1-0), and
Blake Bone held the
Lions to only one run
the rest of the way to
claim the victory.
Brent Deerman,
Gates, and Evans all
had two hits each,
Bone collected his
first save of the year
• as he helped head off
a late Lion rally by
striking out two of the
four batters he face in
the ninth.
Presbyterian 8,
UAH 2
A clean sweep on
the series of the sea
son could not be had
by the Chargers as
timely hitting and key
defensive plays by the

Presbyterian Blu
Hose led to the fir:
UAH loss of the se;
son.
The Blue Hose
five runs on four hi
in the second innin
proved to be the di
ference.
Cutter was respor
sible for the two UAl
runs as his double i
the fifth inning score
Evans and Deerman
The Chargers ope
up their season £
home this Saturda
with a doubleheade
at Joe Davis Stadiur
against Spalding Un
versity at 12:00. UAl
takes on Spaldin
again on Sunday, £
1:00.
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Former Alabama All-American dead at age 33
By Danny Parker

said.
Kansas City Chiefs
Sports Editor
President,
Carl
Peterson, said he vis
Former Alabama
ited with Thomas on
and current NFL star
Monday.
Derrick Thomas died
"He was upbeat, he
Tuesday in a hospital
was positive, he was
where he was being
Derrick," a tearful
treated for injuries
Peterson, wearing a
from a car crash suf
button with Thomas'
fered on January 23
No. 58, said from Ar
which left him para
lyzed from the chest
down.
A resuscitation
team at Jackson Me
morial Hospital in
Miami, Fla., failed in
their efforts to revive
Thomas after a heart
attack.
Thomas broke his
spine and neck in the
crash and wound up
semiconscious with
no feeling in his legs.
Thomas was in his
hometown of Miami
for surgery and reha
bilitation.
Kansas City head
coach,
Gunther
C u n n i n g h a m ,
phoned Thomas after
learning of Thomas'
accident by seeing
fans and players hon
oring Thomas by
wearing his number.
"Derrick
said,
'Coach, be strong.' He
never told me how
strong I needed to
be," Cunningham

rowhead Stadium in day to his father, an
Air Force pilot killed
Kansas City.
Thomas' name is in Vietnam in Opera
currently in the NFL tion Linebacker II.
Peterson went on
record books for his
to
call the death of
one-game record of
seven sacks against their nine-time AllSeattle on Veteran's Pro linebacker and
Day in 1990. Thomas feared pass rusher a
warmed the hearts of "devastating trag
many by dedicating edy."
"He has done so
his history-making

much for this team
and our city during
the time that he had
with us," Peterson
said. "He had so
much love for the
game, for his team
mates and for our
town. ... A light has
gone out."
Bill Kenney, a state
senator and former

Chiefs quarterback,
announced Thomas'
death to the Missouri
Legislature.
"Derrick Thomas
was a true hero," he
said.
Kenney is a strong
supporter for Mis
souri to pass a bill to
research the spinal
cord.

FMC
FROSH MOSH COMMITTEE

BE SMART, BE A PART OF
THE FASTEST GROWING
TRADITION AT UAH

ation IsEating
lour Savings For Lund
Invest in Seite I Bonds. They're
guaranteed to beat inflation. And
.. you can get started
v4th just $50.

I Bonds
www.sovingsi10n1is.90v

p

hmkxiUmmi y

CALL SGA FOR DETAILS

890-6375
OR
rodgersc@email.uah.edu

Russell,
Fourteen years on the 14th!
You have worked magic in my
life. Hope I have done the same
for you.
Love, M.

To My Darling Stephanie,
You are my angel, my all, my other self.
With a love that endures forever,
Marty

Dear Chuck,
Roses are red.
Violets are cool..
Like the way you
wink at me
When we're
at school.
Love, Kathy

Chuck,
Roses are red.
Violets are violet.
Grass is green.
So are ferns.
Be mine,
Kathy

My Beauty,
As much as a man
can love a woman,
I Love You.
All of me,
Gordon

a lot.
1 Happy
Valentine's
Day, Baby.

Happy Valentine's Day RickBeing engaged is wonderful
wait to be married in May!
Love, Amanda

Jonathan,
Roses are red,
To My Loving Husband,
Violets are blue,
If you don't ask me to
Happy Valentine's Day on our first
married Valentine's Day together.
marry, I am
I love you very much.
dumping you.
Irene
||
Happy
Valentine's
Day!
Stanley,
^
Jennifer
"I want to spend the rest of my life with you
by my side forever and ever. I am amazed by
you." "You're the only one I can't forget, Baby
you're the best I've ever met."
I Love You,
Rachel

Call 534-1414
614 Madison Street
(Located In Downtown Huntsville)
Mention The Exponent And Receive A Discount On
Bouquets Ordered By February 10th.
Dozens of candies are availableBouquets are beautifully presented.
WE DELIVER!

THE

Rachel,
•
I would like to say Happy Valentine's Day to
the person who has made my life complete.
I love you now and forever.
Love,
Stanley
This is to my love__
I send these words

RARIUM SHOP 1HSr
Saltwater

Ac,u*riums
All Pet Supplies

nx
Ave
-

-I
.UNIVERSITY r>k
i-Z I
Ma** i

heart. I love you.
.

,

"KlmberlV

AT THE EXPONENT
"Samantha,
If angel's songs could be heard,
They's sing of your beauty, faith unstirred;
They'd sing of passion without a level,
From this man to his angel.
Love Adam"

To my wonderful husband,
Thank you so much for loving me the way you do.
We've been together for so long, but now, on our
first Valentine's Day as a married couple, I just
want you to know how much I love you!
-Jennifer

Micheal,
You are my...
Valiant knight
Amazing fiance
Lover
Encourager
Necessity
True Love
Irresistibly hunk
Number one
Earthly heaven
I love you
very much.
Love,
Jennifer

My love is for suite 401
All of you are lov-ely
Thanx for putting up with me

Brian,
I hope this Valentine's Day is
one of the best. I'm proud to
call you my love, and
honored to call you "friend."
Always And Forever
-Tara

Especially the girl in room D
Melanie Freeman I don't know why
always see you in the AD SCI
You're so beautiful and fine
You can be my valentine.
These messages were brought tp you
in part by the infamous Travis Large
Exciting Line of Valentine Cards and Gifts
Gift Certificates • Free Gift Wrapping

Bay,
I just wanted to tell you Happy Valentine's Day
and that I love you with all my heart.
Will you be mine?
1-2-3
^

INTIMATE LINGERIE
504 - Jordan Ln., WW • Suite F
Preston Plata • Corner of Jordan & Holmes

Mcn-Sat:1Cam-6pn
Open VantnesDay Sam-6pm

539-9106

I Notice as you stare
Intently at the ancient words of Aristotle
And the sunlight seeps into me
As you shift your gaze
And the world begins to blur.

For That Special
Someone On
Valentine's Day,

Whispers of your sweet breath penetrate me
Inhaling sweet bliss of your blush
Souls dance, Spirits gently touch.
Our love is this.

A rose that lasts
forever, and to
sweeten the ideal-

You see with eyes not of This Place.
You believe, amidst lost hopes.
Your heart, it listens and moves with mine.
Your Love, Our Love,
Surpasses all of Time.

a box of
Godiva Chocolates

To call ours but love, slight measure.
For given wings the grounded soar
And moonbeams weaken at darkness cure.
As I of you, and beckon more.
Elise Lacy

JLmo K„A/ead/e6
Klos Diamond Center

TATTOO STUDIO
World Class Tattooing
and Body Piercing
By STAN "EASY" GARNER

4925 Suite 186 University Drive

Phone: (205) 830-0102^)fe%
7 Jordan Lane • Huntsville, AL 35805

"Our Work Speaks for itself"

(Across the parking lot from Chili's)

jju"

256-837-4700
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Entertainment
Humor Me

Men can't
help looking
at Hooters
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment Editor
I did something the other night that I
can safely say that I will never do again. I
went to Hooters. That's right, but I ratio
nalized it by saying to myself, "You've
never been before. It can't be THAT bad.
You're just being close-minded." (Is it
wrong to talk to yourself?) Anyway, after
going there for the first and last time, I
really should have listened to the voice
inside that became louder after the wait
ress nonchalantly put her breasts on the
table.
I went there with my boyfriend and a
friend of his, and I can honestly say that I
was embarrassed. Not to be there, but our
waitress was almost wearing less on the
outside than I was wearing underneath
my clothes. She was really nice, I do have
to say that, and I had to literally bite my
tongue in half to keep from demanding
to know why she had chosen to exploit
herself in that manner.
I began to look around, perhaps to
avoid looking at our waitress's posterior
hanging out of her shorts. I was curious
to see what type of man frequents the lo
cal Huntsville Hooters location. Be afraid,
be very afraid, ladies.
I hate to sound judgmental (okay, no I
don't), but these men were like the miss
ing link personified. Several of them had
mullets. If you're not familiar with this
term, it's also known as "hockey player
hair." This is when men lose their grip on
reality and grow their hair long in the
back, but keep it short on top. Yes, it's all
the rage for the local simpleton to make a
fashion statement, no matter how scary.
It was perhaps when my boyfriend
pointed out how his glass had never been
empty due to our "attentive" server, that
it hit me. Well, my first thought was,
heaven forbid any of you have to actually
pick your pitcher up and pour your own
glass. Then, I had a second thought. Like
a beacon of light in a Psychic Friends'
commercial, I fully understood the appeal

See Gaitheiv page 18

EarlyWorks has much to offer
during Black History month
By Sarah Brown
Entertainment
Writer
Just in time for
Black History Month,
the
EarlyWorks
Children's Museum
has opened a new exhibit that will run
through the remain
der of the year.
"Mask-Parade: Stu
dent Exhibition 2000"
had its grand opening
on Saturday, January
22. Over 400 studentmade masks are on
display in the Howell
Heflin Rotunda, with
schools all over the
state of Alabama par
ticipating. Masks are
comprised of various
materials, the more
common being paper
mache,
although
some students took a
more traditional route
and carved the masks
from wood or wove
them into basket-like
creations.
The masks are gen
erally indicative of
African heritage, but
there are also other

Photo by Amy Beth Lloyd

cultures represented
in the artwork, such
as Japanese Samurai
and Native American
tribal masks. If there
are words to convince
the average student to
go see these amazing
pieces, the deciding
factor could lie in the
fact that students,
from kindergarten to
high school, created
these masks. There
are no professional
contributions. The

end result is phenom
enal. There is no
charge to view this
exhibit, and on Satur
days through the
month of February, a
short, guided tour
will be offered.
Another new fea
ture at EarlyWorks is
"Passages," a new ex
hibit dedicated to the
African-American
journey from the past
to the present. The
most
remarkable

piece of this experi
ence lies in a mural,
entitled "This Road
We've Traveled,"
painted by local artist
and teacher John
Moore. This vibrant
painting spans a gi
gantic, sixteen feet
long and stands eight
feet tall.
The piece is repre
sentative of the Afri
can journey to Ala
bama and is quite an
astonishing piece of
work, incorporating
details such as fa
mous African-Ameri
cans and stunning de
pictions of both bond
age and freedom. The
new exhibit also uses
African music, tradi
tional African dress,
and imported pottery
to create an experi
ence rich in sight,
touch, and sound.
This feature of
EarlyWorks is cov
ered by a $10 admis
sion charge. Hours of
operation are 9-5,
Monday through Sat
urday. For more ques
tions, call 564-8100.

Romance in today's pop culture
By Emily Gaither tage of it. Here are a but you don't get a haven't already.
Entertainment
Editor
Well, that famous
day just for lovin' is
coming up this week,
and I would like to
share with you a few
movie and song ideas
to give you that spe
cial feeling with your
honey. This is the one
day that we females
can actually call the
shots about what we
want to do, and we
need to take advan

few suggestions for
what you should rent
with your special
someone, or alone, for
that matter, to make
you believe in the ex
istence of romance
again.
My first selection
for romantic movies is
The Way We Were,
starring
Barbra
Streisand and a beau
tiful Robert Redford.
Unfortunately for you
guys, the sappy factor
is high on this one,

choice, so that's okay.
This movie is ex
tremely romantic
with Babs starring as
a radical Jewish
woman who falls for
Robert Redford's
WASPy good looks
and
charm.
It
chronicles how they
first met in college to
how their relationship
developed through
out their lives. I can't
say anymore without
divulging the plot,
but see it, if you

Next, we have
When Harry Met Sally,
starring Meg Ryan
and Billy Crystal. This
movie also chronicles
a long relationship
between the main
characters and how
they managed to be
friends and more.
This is such a funny,
sweet movie. There
are scenes that will
make you laugh hys-

See Romance,
page 19
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Go surf the Net at Net-Tricity, an "Internet caf
By Cathy
Kearney
Entertainment
Writer
I found myself
lurking around the
computer lab in the
library one day. I had
to write a paper on a
web site and my an
cient computer at
home was of no use.
Unfortunately, there
was a class in session,
and I didn't have time
to wait.
Where can a person

c

go who needs a
speedy computer for
work or play, but can't
afford to buy one? Go
to Net-Tricity on
South
Memorial
Parkway. Advertised
as an "Internet caf",
Net-Tricity is really
about computers and
the latest software.
The company owns
and operates fifteen
300 mhz Compaq
Presario Pentium II
computers with 64
meg RAM, Monster
3DII video game

cards, 3.5" floppy
drives, lOOmeg ZIP
drives, 32 speed CD
ROM drives and 17"
Phillips Magnavox
monitors. Net-Tricity
also offers the use of
a
full
color
scanner,color printer,
laser printer and a
photo-realistic
printer. All of the
computers are net
worked for gaming
and shared applica
tions. The best part is,
they are connected to
a Frame-Relay line of

768KB. For all you
semi-computer liter
ate readers like me,
that means a really
fast connection to surf
your favorite sites.
Net-Tricity's goal is
to provide access to
the Internet, allow
customers to try out
software and games
before they go out
and spend hard
earned cash and assist
those who want to
learn more about
computers.
You can also write

UAH grad displays his work
By Emily Gaither p.m. to 6 p.m.
Entertainment
Editor
Richard Bracey, a
recent UAFI graduate
from the English and
philosophy depart
ments, will be the
main attraction at an
opening reception for
his artwork on Mon
day, February 14. The
reception, that is open
to the public, will take
place at the Union
Grove Gallery (the
little white church
building
behind
Morton Hall) from 4

Performers
Needed!
The AmeriCar Travel
Show 2000, benefiting
the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society, is
looking for performers
A stage will be set up at
the travel show for
exhibitors of cultural
arts dancing.. They are
looking for performers
to appear at the show
on February 25 at the
VBC East Hall from 1 to
6pm. Dancers/Perform
ers that would be
welcomed include belly
dancers, Irish step
dancers, Far Eastern
dance, Caribbean
dance, etc.
f you are interested, or
have any questions,
please contact ASAP:
Tamara Monroe
AmeriCar Rental
Systems
(256)772-3176

Bracey, a Vietnam
veteran, started his art
career in the early
1970's. He began to
paint in order to ex
press his feelings
about the war. During
his years at UAH, he
moved more towards
abstract imagery. His
show, entitled "Paint
ing Mind," is an ex
pression of his ap
proach to creating art
and his interest in cer
tain Eastern philoso
phies. Bracey had this
to say," The intent I
wish to convey in this
art collection is that of
art from the point of

view of a manic-de
pressive man. I would
like to portray my art
before I was on medi
cation and after
wards."
Bracey is a self-de
scribed "student of
human nature" and
like most artists, finds
work where he can. "I
feel that I am a true
contradiction, a child
of cosmos, and I work
in the expression of
this realm of exist
ence, not those that
come after." He cur
rently lives in Huntsville with his wife and
children.
The Union Grove

I H ; lttthth
L HAVE A BLAST! J
Spring 2000 Phonathon
February 28 through April 13
Monday through Thursdays
4:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Gallery is open to the
public
Monday
through Friday from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m., or by
appointment. Admis
sion is free. For more
information, call the
UAH Department of
Art and Art History at
890-6114.

too m

and print a paper or
do a little desktop
publishing.
NetTricity will host your
web site, and E-mail
accounts are only
$5.00 per month. If
you lack some basic
skills or want to know
more about applica
tions like Adobe
PhotoShop
or
PageMaker, you can
sign up for classes.
Game
Tourna
ments are held every
week and lock-ins can
be scheduled for
groups who want to
stay up and surf or
game all night. Prices
for services vary. You
can pay by the hour
($3.00), hour($5.25),
week($20.00), twoweek period($30.00)
or
by
the
month($50.00). For
more information on
rates, call Net-Tricity
at 256-885-0885 or

Email peggys@nettricity.com.
Oh yeah, about the
caf part. As you know,
eating and drinking
around the computer
is a no-no. If your lab
monitor could see
you at home with
your cup of hot cocoa
and Cheetos near
your keyboard, he or
she would have a
stroke.
It's no different at
Net-Tricity. A caf area
is provided for a place
to drink coffee at 39
cents a cup and mi
crowave snacks and
such are available.
The real draw here is
the opportunity to use
high-tech equipment
at a reasonable price
in a quiet, clean envi
ronment.
So, stop lurking
around the computer
lab. Surf's up at NetTricity.

my wvi

om.
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Are you leaving the most important part of your body exposed? Just because
they say it's safe doesn't mean sex can't be dangerous emotionally. While
you're saying "I love you," your partner may be thinking "I love it."

Student Callers Needed:

Because love, sex and relationships are so central to our lives, we're offering

Our fall Phonathon was a huge success.

a free article on these important topics. Call or email us and

BUT WE NEED MORE CALLERS!
Join our UAH fund raising team! You con work for
the Office of University Advancement in one of the
most rewarding jobs on campus. Earn good money
while raising money for your school, calling UAH
alumni. Great benefits include $5.75 per hour for the
first semester, non-monetary bonuses, performance
perks, and valuable experience that will last you a
lifetime. A limited number of positions are available
for candidates with a friendly voice and strong
communication skills.

Contact the Office of University Development at

890-6505
for more information or to schedule an interview.

ask for "Sex and the Search for Intimacy."
Contact the InFOCUS website at
www.uah.edu/studentjife/organizations/INFOCUS /

In Mom's Monday at 7:30 p.m. InFOCUS this week:
A two-part series on "Your Life in Relationships"
featuring former UAH soccer player 6 licensed counselor
Carl Stewart
Don't miss this and bring a friend.

Real Love. Poo't settle for anything less.
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Let this Scream be the las
By Juli Cross

I Down to You 1:35 4:35
|7:25 9:30 (11:50) PG-13,

Runawa^Bride 9:30

Next Friday 1:00 4:00
7:30 9:45 (11:50) R

Pokemon 1:20 4:20
7:20 G

Entertainment
Writer

The first was inter
estingly fresh in a tra
The Hurricane 1:40
End of Days 1:00 4:00
ditional
sense of the
•:40 8:00 (11:15)
7:00 9:30 R
genre
IThe Best Man 1:10 4-10
I The Tit jer Movie 1:05
And the second
7:10 9:40 R
3:05 5:1 5 7:05 9:25 G
was dull in a tradi
Blue Streak 1:30 4:30
Girl Interrupted 1:10
tional sense of the se
' 7:30 10:00 PG-13
4:10 7:10 9:40 R
quel.
Yet, Scream 3
Man on the Moon 1:20
Tider House Rules 1:151
wraps up the trilogy
4:20 7:20 9:50 R
4:15 7:15 9:40 (12:00)
with
a cheesy, predict
|Anna and the King 1:00
4:00 7:00 9:30 PG
able resolution.
Snow Day 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:50(12:15) R
Director Wes Cra
'The Bachelor 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:40
ven has repeatedly
Talented Mr. Riplev
I L20 4:20 7:20 10:05 R
said this is the last in
the Scream series. Neve\C«mpbell andDavid Arquette star in the thrid movie of the Scream trilogy. (I
Xny Given Sunday 1:301
:30 8:00 (11:15) R
Thank goodness.
courtesy of Dimension Films and www.movies.yahoo.com)
Stuart Little 1:05 3:05
While a few stock of Jaime Kennedy's genre among movie5:05 7:05 9:25 PG
As with the f
characters reappear, Randy Meeks - the goers,
Scream
flicks, the
:ream 3 1:00 4:00 7:00
Sidney
(Neve definitive guide to
ITORPfS,
Generally,
the lain is obsessed v
9:30 (11:50)
Campbell), Gale
horror rules and regu- script does not re Sidney.
The Green Mile 1:00
(Courtney Cox4:30 R
lations. He appears quire seeing the first
Throughout
Arquette),
and posthumously in a two Screams in order
Toy Story 2 1:15 4:15
Dewey
(David video he made pre- to understand the first half, we rar
7:1,
:15 G
Arquette) could not sumably minutes be- third. (However, if the see her as she is
Eye of the Beholder
t0\
save this film from its fore dying in the mood strikes you to hiding from I
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:40 R
world. She woi
inevitable disaster.
Scream 2. Though his expose yourself to a from her home
The Scream series has appearance is rather Scream movie, I
Irnmnvm
MADISON SO. 12
which has multij
become what it lov
cheesy, it does serve would recommend security systems
M**on5q.»m omw
ingly mocked in the to remind us of the the first — it was the
Talented Mr. Riplev
and seems to ha
first
two — the pre
1:00 4:00 6:50 9:40 R
chemistry of the first best.) yet, while it at- successfully kept e
dictable horror flick. ca
The World is Not
^tempts to be its own eryone except Dew
Stuart Little 12:00 2:001
Enough 1:10 PG-13
As with the first
However,
do
not
be
movie,
the script is
4:00 6:00 PG
Scream movies, there distracted by these el- loaded with mockery from finding her.
Bicentennial Man 1:35
Once the kill
[Toy Story 2 2:15 4:15
4:35 7:35 10:00 PG
are cameo appear
ements, this flick was and horror trilogy calls her, she decid
ances. The original better left on the
Scream 3 1:30 4:00 6:4C
Girl Interrupted 4:00
trivia.
9:15 R
9:45 R
to resurface and he
gave
us
Drew editor's floor. The
The newest addi the police find h
Galaxy Quest 7:00 9:45l Barrymore, the third script indecisively
Down to You 1:15 4:15
1
tion to the cast, Parker stalker. From th
PG
7:15 9:30 PG-13
gave us Carrie Fisher tries to stand on its
Posey,
quite a bit point, 3seems to ra
—;/ adds
""ucijuiictlUll
„ Eye of the Beholder
Next Friday 1:10 4:10
and Silent Bob - both
own whileat the same of that mockery. She
1:30 4:30 7:00 10:00 R
7:10 9:40 R
idly pick up spee<
delivered an unex
TheJigger Movie 12:00| pected humor to the time mocks what the has been cast to play Sidney receives ai
The Green Mile 1:00
2:00 4:00 6:00 8:00 G
4:30 8:00 R
trilogy has become - Gale Weathers in Stab
other call from tf
flick.
typical horror and the 3, the fictional flick
The Hurricane 1:00
The Bone Collector 1:351
Another predict
4:00 7:00 10:00 R
4:35 7:35 9:55 R
reason it is not an in- that Screamdrevolves
See Screa
able element was that
creasingly popular around intensely.
Scream 3 2:00 4:30 7:0(
Snow Falling on Cedars
page
9:30 12:00 R
1:20 4:20 7?20 9:50 R

.4 TUX
Aud

The End of the Affair
1:05 7:00 R

Any Given Sunday 6:4C
9:45 R

The Beach 1:15 4:15
7:15 9:50 R

Magnolia 1:00 5:00
9:00 R

Snow Day 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:40 PG

The Straight Story
12:00 8:00 G

IS your CAREER on TARGET?

PROBLEMS in managing your DEB'

e have created real solutions in career marketing and debt management since 1993.
WE CAN HEI.P. CAM I ir mnAY ..536.406O.

Thompson fiz Company
WmJickets to the MnnC>ci

Movie Trivia:

PO Box 7026
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
Office: 536-4060

Professional
Association of
Resume Writers

What is The Hurricane?* real name?
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 9:30am - 12:30pm on Fri.. of publication un
less otherwise noted! No one who has won in the
ast month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please
see Aletha Pardue in The Exponent office only be
tween the hours specified above.

VI

Proud to be Hunts ville's only
member In good standing of the

TnTTT/woKitv
2416 North Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, AL 35781
(256) 535-4464
Custom Pipes, Incense,
Candles, and Tapestries

Hours:
11 am - 7 pm
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Visit India Palace for great Indian cuisine
By Balamurugan
Marimuthu

a quaint little restau tinuing with colors,
etables), Navaratan excite me. The bread
rant in the Indian he felt that the Murg
Kurma (Nav stands was fresh, and is al
State of Punjab, espe Makhani (murg is
Entertainment
for 9 in Hindi and this ways better if you
cially with the paint chicken and makhani
Writer
dish is supposed to have it with butter.
ing of the Golden means butter) which
have nine different
Finally we all tried
After several at temple. The place
was bright atomic or vegetables and fruits out the desserts.
tempts not working would look a lot bet
ange, would have - so it is a bit sweet There was Kheer (rice
out due to conflicting ter if it had better
tasted better if it had too). These two dishes pudding) that is
schedules,
we lighting. We were
been spicier. The lamb are really worth try served chilled and
(Radhika, Ken Byler, seated next to the
turned out to be his ing.
looks almost looked
John Oladele and me) lunch buffet so we
favorite dish on the
John
felt
comfort
like cottage cheese.
finally made it to the decided to try a little
buffet. It was bathed able eating dishes that This happens to be
only Indian restau of everything. The
in rich brown sauce were closely related to my
advisor's
rant in Huntsville. In procedure to eat In
with
sauted his native country, (Dr.Scholz) favorite
dia Palace (don't get dian food goes like chickpeas. He also
like basmati rice (it too. She dines at this
misled by the name - this: you break off a seemed to like the
takes birth in the most place due to its prox
there is no palace any piece of bread (called mint chutney (pre
fertile valleys and imity to UAH. Carrot
where!!) issituated on Roti or Naan) and pared by grinding
plains of India). It is halwa (one of the fa
Jordan lane and can fold in the contents of Mint, Indian spices,
harvested by hand vorite Indian sweets)
be reached by dialing a particular dish, such and salt together).
with delicate care, was not well done
(256) 536-3360.It was that you end up
Radhika thought aged to perfection and looked old.
started in 1997, and is something like a min that the spice was on
and then processed.
Jamun (made from
owned by Amar Jeet iature taco.
the lesser side in most
I had a bit of every flour and fried and
Kaur.
Between the four of of the Dishes, but felt thing and liked the
soaked in Sugar
Two of us were us, we sampled each the food looked au
roti with Alu matar syrup) was a favorite
from India, Ken is a dish on the menu. For thentic. Her favorite
with sips of Coke to of all of us. This is a
typical American a first timer, Indian dish was palak ensure smooth pas
no-no for sugar con
WASP, and John is food looks very color paneer (green leafy sage of food. The
scious people.
from Nigeria, so we ful. The yogurt vegetables
with lamb was cooked
On that particular
rounded out the spec masala (vegetables homemade cheese to well, but needed
day there were at least
trum of humanity as fried in Indian spices mellow the spice out). more spice to actually
seven students from
well as you can with and yogurt) was She rather preferred
just four people.
bright yellow, and a to have Biriyani (In
The
ambience very tasty curry ac dian specialty made
comes close to that of cording to Ken. Con- from rice and veg

UAH in the restau
rant. The service is
passe. Maybe they
can hire some more
waiters to reduce the
waiting time.. The
univocal decision is
that you order dishes
you like in lieu of the
buffet and make sure
to tell them to make it
a bit spicy. The price
of $5.95 plus taxes
seemed reasonable. It
costs a dollar more
during weekends.
The buffet is served
from 11am to 2.30 pm.
The restaurant is open
in the evenings be
tween 5pm and 10
pm. Make sure you
get there at least an
hour before it closes,
because some Indian
dishes take time to
prepare. Happy din
ing and make sure
you invite me the next
time you go to India
Palace!

Scream, continued from page 14
killer instructing her
to save Dewey and
Gale — whom hap
pen to be in his pos
session. She arrives to
save them, immedi
ately shoots the bad
guy, and — guess
what—he disappears.
She helps Dewey
and Gale out of their
ropes, has a face-off
with officer
Dusty
Penn
(Patrick Dempsey),

and heads out to find
her man.
Once found, they
fight —because they
always do — and the
truth reveals itself.
I would tell you
how it ends, but why
bother? Within thirty
minutes of the open
ing credits, you can
probably guess what
is going to happenand I guarantee by the
time the final face-off

between good and
evil rolls around, you
will identify her men
ace.
The bottom line is
this trilogy should
have stopped after
one dose.
Craven has tried to
reproduce the inten
sity of Scream and
failed-again. Hope
fully, he will not let us
down and this will be
the final chapter.

MOST SETS WITH VALID
STUDENT I.D.f!

Z E R O ® GRAVITY
Come check out our
vintage posters,
featuring many rare
and out-of-print
designs
*

Bob Marley

*

Jimi Hendrix

*

Janis Joplin

*

Beatles

*

Much more!!!

HENTSVILLE
*03 PRATT AVE.
huntsville, AL
534-3190

SALE
Dress Clearance
50% off T-shirts
Barbells $9.99

NEW
Bliss eXtra
Druids Fantasy
DECATUR
1119 6TH AVE.
DECATUR, AL
353-4461

Airport

EXIT 7 off 1-565 (HSV Airport),
RIGHT on James Record Road
RIGHT into guard gale to eater
LG Complex and Outlet Store

Zenith Outlet Store
-774-40
STORE HOURS: MON - FRI 10AM TO 7PM AND SAT 9AM TO 2PM
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Editorial
Taxes: who The Meteorologist
Chicken
Little
and
should pay?
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
Tax-time is coming.
A time many students look
forward to, and others dread.
Will you be getting a refund,
or will you have to pay?
Well, if you had an income of
$4,600 after deductions last year,
you11 have to pay.
Alabama has a low tax thresh
old—lower than any other state.
You see, Alabama has a re
gressive income tax. That's part
of the reason that the poorest
families in our state pay 11.5%
of their incomes in state and lo
cal taxes, while the richest pay
a measly 3.6%.
Alabama's income tax is set
up in such a way that the big
gest breaks go the wealthiest 1%.
They could get the same breaks
in only two other states in the
country.
On the other hand, we live in
one of only five states that taxes
the lowest income workers even
deeper into poverty.
Doesn't sound fair, does it?
Well, not unless you're rich,
anyway.
Our state income tax system
originated in the mid-1930s, and
it hasn't been updated since.
Sound crazy?
It is.
Why should the citizens of
Alabama be subjected to a state
income tax that is based on the
economy of nearly 70 years ago?
Arise, a coalition that ad
dresses Alabama poverty issues,
recently released an income tax
reform proposal that would
boost the income of young fami
lies through a state EITC
(Earned Income Tax Credit) and
dependent deductions. Earned
income credit is an established
part of the federal government's
tax system.
Why doesn't Alabama already
have the same benefits in effect

for its workers?
The new tax proposal would
give a minimum-wage-worker
with two kids $607more a year.
It would give a family of four
with two working parents and
an income of $42,000 more
money each year as well—$422.
In fact, the proposal would
raise the income tax threshold in
Alabama from the worst in the
country to one of the top 10.
60% of Alabamians would re
ceive a tax cut.
Even more amazing, this is a
revenue-neutral proposal. There
would be no overall gains or
losses in the state's tax revenue.
So who foot's the bill, you
ask?
Those who can afford to—for
once.
The deduction for federal in
come taxes paid, which is a $450
million tax break primarily ben
efiting the most wealthy, would
be removed.
Currently, the bottom 80% of
taxpayers get only 22% of the
$450 million tax break, and the
top 1% get an outrageous 32%,
while the remaining 19% get a
hefty 46%—that's a total of 78%
going to the wealthiest fifth of
the state.
It is high time that those in a
position to pay do just that. '
I'm sure there are those out
there who are of the opinion that
people who work hard for their
money should be able to keep
it.
And they should be, espe
cially when what little money
they do have must go to pay for
the basic necessities of life.
Come now, surely you don't
think that only those with
money to spare work hard for
it, do you?
Then again, maybe you're a
Republican.

Winter Storm 2000
By J. Caleb
Clanton
Opinion Writer

I've always felt that
the Tennessee Valley
is a little bit jumpy
when it comes to the
weather.
Wait maybe, I should up
grade that to paranoid.
Springtime each
year brings the hope
of summer sun and
with it the virtual as
surance of the sea
sonal tornado-craze.
If the wind blows
hard, people start
talkin' twister. Now,
don't get me wrong, I
am quite thankful for
the ever-watchful eye
of Huntsville's meteo
rological gurus and
their
midnight
alarms. But, truth
fully, sometimes the
weather folks go a bit
over board.
"Kids - if you are at
home alone - find
your bicycle helmet
and lock yourself in
the bathroom because
you're about to DIE!"
Am I exaggerating?
Sure. But, I think you
can understand my
point here. And, last
week's "Winter Storm
2000" hysteria merely
confirms my suspi
cions about the
Valley's trigger happi
ness when it comes to
the weather.
You know, you'd
think that Huntsville
was preparing for a
month-long lock-in.

All the responsible
folks flooded the
stores, stocking up
with the essentials:
bread and milk. In all
honesty, my apart
ment rarely ever sees
a jug of milk. But,
even my own room
mate gave in and
went with the flow.
One can't help but
wonder if the weather
folks are in cahoots
with the grocery store
owners around here.
Weathermen say the
illustrious "s" word
and viewers dash off
to empty the stores'
shelves. My guess is
that the chief-meteo
rologists take about a
10% share on the
hikes.
I distinctly recall
one particular weath
erman telling his
viewers early on in
the week to get ready
for the coming
weekend's seven or
so inches of snow. Of
course, by the eve on
the actual non-storm
itself, I believe the
predictions were call
ing for around 2 or
maybe 3 inches of the
white stuff. However,
the week's weathermania-momentum
was
apparently
enough to convince
nearly every school
within a hundredmile radius to close its
door s for the next day.
Maybe it's me, but
I can't remember a
single time in the past

when zoeather predic
tions alone were
enough cause for
schools to shut down.
Usually, there had to
be at least some accu
mulation. But, appar
ently consistent hype
pays off. Anticipation
can be rather power
ful.
Yet, despite the fact
that classes were not
cancelled at UAH and
despite the fact that
most of Huntsville
hardly battled even a
heavy rain, most stu
dents chose to stay at
home and avoid those
non-icy streets. But, I
guess that was a good
thing, as surely we'd
hate to de-legitimate
the feared authority
of
Huntsville's
weather gods. I sup
pose meteorologists
and their forecasts are
like kings in the Ten
nessee Valley. They
say "jump," and we
tend to ask, "how
high" on the way up.
Sometimes,
though, the Valley's
weather teams can
come across more like
Chicken Little, telling
all that the sky is fall
ing, the sky is falling.
But, not much fell
during "Winter Storm
2000" - just a little a
rain and a few gusts
of wind.
Yet, as Bob Dylan
put it, "you don't
need a weatherman to
know which way the
wind blows."
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Opinion
New diet drug greatly increases health risks
By Mark Inglis
Opinion Writer
I learned recently in
an Associated Press
article that the FDA is
concerned about a
"potentially danger
ous" hormonal drug
that is being used as a
dietary supplement.
It seems that a recom
mended dose of this
"stuff" - (I'm with
holding the name to
avoid a lawsuit) could give you 10
times more thyroid

hormone than is nor
mal.
The results of this
recommended dose
are fatigue, diarrhea,
anxiety, nervousness,
insomnia, and a
greatly increased risk
of heart attack.
But, (and here's the
good news), the re
maining result is pro
found weight loss!
So, in keeping with
the trends of the day,
I'm advising every
one to search out this
miracle product and

swallow it down with
confidence!
Sure, you may have
to be up half the night,
pacing the halls, and
running to the bath
room while staying
near a phone so that
you can call 911 if you
have a heart attack,
but just think of how
thin you'll be!
I guess you could
get similar results
with crack, but from
what they tell me, that
product is looked
down upon by the

powers that be maybe even more
than this "stuff". So
make sure to follow
this "stuff's" wellknown slogan - "Use
us while we're still le
gal."
Am I being sarcas
tic enough? The fact
that this product is
popular at all is just
yet another sign of
how far we Ameri
cans will go to lose
weight - without ac
tually exercising.
We could get all of

the benefits of the
aforementioned
"stuff" without any of
the risks, simply by
exercising 30 to 40
minutes a day - 3
days a week, but we
won't, because it is
much easier to pop a
pill than to lace up a
running shoe.
Now I'm not say
ing everyone should
go out and start run
ning everyday, be
cause if we did, that
nice
Richard
Simmons would go

out of business, and
we all know how cute
he is.
But I am suggest
ing that the answers
to our weight con
cerns are much more
natural than the many
high-priced market
ing gurus might tell
you. Just go out and
put a little effort into
your physical fitness.
You'll feel better
about yourself.
I have more to com
plain about later. Stay
tuned.

college degree will
provide the average
university graduate
with over $1 million
more in lifetime in
come than a nongraduate.
Think
about the enormous
job growth in Bir
mingham, Mobile,
Huntsville, etc. as a
result of universityrelated research. As
the universities grow,
everyone benefits.
After all, statistics
show that a one per
cent increase in the
number of university
degrees equals a
nearly $700 increase
in income for every
person!
The Higher Educa
tion
Partnership
agrees that closing the
income gap is impor
tant. In addition, we

know that a perma
nent solution to this
problem cannot be
found without a longterm investment in
higher education.
Therefore, we ask all
Alabamians to en
courage improved
funding for both K-12
and higher education.
Do not pit one against
the other. Follow the
traditional formula.
Provide higher edu
cation with one third
and K-12 with twothirds of growth in the
Education
Trust
Fund. Everyone wins
when that formula is
applied!
Gordon Stone
Executive
Director
Higher Education
Partnership
334-832-9911

Letters to the Editor
I was reading the
latest issue of the Ex
ponent online and
saw Emily's column
about people reading
books, While I agree
with the heart of what
she wrote, I'm sure
you realize that she
opened up a can of
worms when you
stated "Computer
people rarely know
very much about lit
erature."
Now I know that
she wasn't trying to
start "a flood of letters
to the Exponent," and
I'm not writing out of
anger, and I'm not
about to start a cru
sade demanding that
she be taken off the
paper. I'm just writ
ing a friendly email to
let you know that I
think her statement
was a little off.
I am a self-pro
claimed computer
geek. I have com
puter certifications
out the wazoo and
work as network sys
tems engineer. I
graduated from UAH
in 1998 with a degree
m astrophysics. I read
the Exponent online

along with several
other newspapers. I
communicate via
email.
I waited in line sev
eral hours for Star
Wars tickets and went
to opening night in
costume. I play Dun
geons and Dragons
every weekend, along
with several other
role playing games. I
also play the Magic
the Gathering card
game, watch a lot of
science fiction, swear
by Babylon 5, own
several Star Trek uni
forms, collect and
read comic books,
and know virtually
everything there is to
know about Monty
Python.
Geek, right? That's
OK, I know it. With
all that stuff, how
could I not go into
computing?
But along with that,
I read novel after
novel. In fact, I used
to write book reviews
for the UAH newspa
per. My husband,
who is also a com
puter person and
geek, reads as much
as I do. We go

through fiction, sci
ence fiction, history,
biography, humor,
and technical books.
So do all the techheads we work with.
We
pass books
around to each other.
All of the gamers I
know read a lot of fan
tasy and science fic
tion. You'd be sur
prised. Just because it
isn't a classic doesn't
mean it's worthless.
So although she
said that based on her
first-hand experience
computer people
people rarely know
much about litera
ture, I don't think her
experience is accu
rate. There are always
exceptions, but the
situation she de
scribed sounds more
like an exception than
a rule to me.
Her column as a
whole made an excel
lent point; I just had a
problem with that one
paragraph. I person
ally feel that literature
is endangered by the
average person who
is afraid to pick up a
book unless it's been
sanctioned by a major

media personality.
"Computer people"
are not average con
sumers; we're used to
doing the weird stuff.
Analda Anglin
aangUn@cambencom
(256) 922-3533
Systems Engineer,
Camber Corporation

We agree that Ala
bama should focus on
the gap between the
economic progress of
the top 20 percent of
the state's citizens
and the lower 20 per
cent. A recently re
leased report showed
a gap of nearly
$30,000 in the annual
income. At the same
time this startling fig
ure was released, the
state's budget writers
were hearing 15 dif
ferent university
presidents explain
how an investment in
higher education
would provide an
economic boost for all
of Alabama's citizens.
Consider this, edsouth,
which is a company
that provides finan
cial aid for students,
reports that having a

Help Wanted!
The Exponent is now hir
ing for the position of
associate sales person.
Salary plus commission.
Hours will be discussed
upon application.
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Income, continued from page 1
increase in income.
Nevertheless,
Forrister emphasizes
that it's impossible to
credit the increases to
any one factor.
"We speculate that the
increases for the bot
tom fifth are more
closely connected to
employment rates

than to anything
else," he said.
"The smaller the
ranks of the unem
ployed, the more em
ployers have to pay to
attract entry-level
workers."
"It's encouraging
to see Alabama's
economy produce in

percent includes a lot
of single mothers and
young families who
try to support chil
dren during the low
est-paid phase of their
careers," he said.
"Alabama is going
in a good direction
with expansion of
programs designed to

support young fami
lies—subsidized child
care and the CHIP
program (Children's
Health Insurance Pro
gram).
But we can help far
more children by re
forming our tax sys
tem."

creases in all income
groups, but it's dis
couraging to see the
gap continue to ex
pand between the top
group and the oth
ers," said Forrister.
"As the study says,
wages at the bottom
and middle incomes
have only recently

come out of the stag
nation of the 80s and
90s."
According
to
Forrister, Arise is
greatly concerned
about the impact of
growing inequality
on Alabama's chil
dren in particular.
"The bottom 20

leaders and the Pep
band, too. Their con
stant presence acts as
a catalyst to the play
ers and supporters.
Charger Blue is also
instrumental in liven
ing the proceedings

with his antics. They and everyone partici week. There are many
get the crowd to pated with vigor. The more examples to
gether and reduce programs brought to pen, but more space
tension a bit if the UAH students by the and time would be
Chargers are in a Association for Cam required. From what
pus Entertainment can be gathered of last
pinch.
The spirit was high also contributed to week, UAH has the
during the bonfire the excitement of the spirit!

attention, wait on
them hand and foot.
It's the ultimate Peter
Pan fantasyland for
the modern male.
Then, they can leave
and return to their ac
tual significant others
who put up with all
their crap with the
memory and hope
that they will one day

return to the mecca of
breasts.
I feel extremely
shortchanged here.
No such haven of es
capism exists for us
females. We deserve
an establishment like
this, but with a twist.
The waiters would be
fully clothed, in a pair
of well-fitting jeans

Homecoming, continued from page 1
tion of all the players
doing high fives accompanied by lively
music.
Likewise, the team is
undoubtedly energized at the sight of a
capacity crowd. The

number of people
coming
to
the
matches is on the rise,
and it encourages a
better performance by
the players,
Mention should be
made of the Cheer

Gaither, continued from page 12
of Hooters beyond
the obvious, and the
reason that it irritates
me so much.
These, well, less
than attractive men
can go in this place
without their wives/

girlfriends, and that's
just the icing on the
hooter. Sorry..anyway,
then they can have
women who would
not otherwise give
them the time of day,
much less any actual

exponent.
uah.edu

and a nice white tshirt.
They not only serve
the food, but they
cook it as well as
cleaning up after
themselves with a big
smile. When they fre
quently visit our
tables, they ask us
how we feel, and they
mean it. All the while,

they're telling us how
beautiful, smart, ex
traordinary, etc.... we
are, and then they tell
us how thin we look.
What do you think,
ladies? I think we
could market it. If we
hurry, we could have
this idea up and run
ning
before
Valentine's.

Campus Club Wire

If you would like to post your Greeks or club's announcements, please send your information to The Exponent office. You may bring it to room 104 of
the University Center, or you can fax it to our office at 890-6096. All Campus Club Wire announcements should be turned into Amy Duggar

Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS)
Dr. Owen Garriott, Skylab 3 astronaut and vice president of Teledyne-Brown Engineering, will be discussing "Experiences as a Skylab
Astronaut" on Tuesday, February 15 at 12 pm in room S105, Technology Hall. Pizza and beverages will be provided. For more information,
contact Chris Brown at browncl@email.uah.edu or 890-6779.

Omicron Delta Kappa
The UAH chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society, is accepting applications for membership from eligible
students. Students who are eligible include undergraduate students with a cumulative GPA of 3.4 and graduate students with a cumula
tive GPA of 3.8. Additionally, ODK looks for a record of participation and leadership in various student clubs and organizations, sports,
student government, and student publications, among others. If you have a record of leadership matched by high academic achievement,
we encourage you to apply for membership in ODK. Applications are available at the Information Desk in the University Center. They
must be completed and turned in to the Department of Communication Arts (342 Morton Hall) by noon on February 21,2000. Applicants
selected for membership will be contacted shortly after the deadline. For more information about ODK, please contact Scott Thomas at
thomass@email.uah.edu or Dr. Rountree at rountrj@email.uah.edu.

Spanish Club
The UAH Spanish Club is sponsoring "La Tertulia" Carnaval Masquerade Ball on Friday February 11 beginning at 7pm. Refreshments will
be provided. A DJ will play Latin music. Wear a costume and be ready to have fun! For more information, contact Fiorenza Todaro at
ftodaro@italymail.com or 650-0298. This event is free and open to the public.

Sigma Nu Fraternity
Big congratulations and welcome to the men of Upsilon pledge class, the spring 2000 pledge class. The nine candidates are: Aaron Hooper,
Nick Hughes, Brandon Mayer, Garrett Parr, Cedric Reeves, Jeff Snyder (DJ Juicy Jeff), Matt Syler, Aaron Swearenger and Nolan Tallman,
the greatest time of your life is now. Going back to last week's Homecoming activities, Sigma Nu was everywhere showing our spirit and
brotherhood, the defining characteristics that make us the force we are. The crowning moment of the week was when Robbie Burrough
was named Homecoming King and brought the crown back to where it belongs. I think it is a safe bet that you had fun at the party last
week; IT WAS HUGE. Thank you to everyone who came out making it a most enjoyable and unforgettable occasion. There will be more to
come so stay posted. Till the next time, keep your feet on the ground and keep reaching for the stars.
Thought of the week: How big can Brad get his hair? ITS HUGE!
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Weekly Horoscope
Aries (March 21-April 19). Your social life should
be great this week, but you may be introspective this
weekend. Monday's a busy day, with tons of errands
to run. Get friends to help with household chores on
Tuesday and Wednesday. You'll be more effective with
a team. You'll win at sports on Thursday and Friday.
Include somebody who can't quite keep up. Schedule
quiet time for the weekend.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You've been forced to
reassess your forward motion during the past few
weeks, but life will get easier soon. Take care of busi
ness on Monday and increase your income. You're
learning quickly on Tuesday and Wednesday. Make big
decisions Thursday and Friday after you've studied the
issues. Party to the max over the weekend.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). You may have had
trouble with travel over the past few weeks, but it
should be easier on Monday. Focus on ways to make
money on Tuesday and Wednesday. Thursday and Fri
day are good for studying, so pay attention. Stay close
to home over the weekend. Respect an older person's
opinions, too. You can learn a lot that way.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Take care of old business
on Monday. Clear off your desk. You'll be ready to start
a new project on Tuesday or Wednesday, even if all the
money isn't there yet. On Thursday and Friday, you'll
have difficulty concluding a deal or getting the check
that was promised. Travel this weekend,especially with
or to visit siblings.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Resolve partnership or legal
matters this week so you can get on to the next phase.
Plan your agenda with the team on Monday. Take care
of something that's overdue on Tuesday and Wednes
day. You'll feel stronger on Thursday and Friday, but
you still have to be diplomatic. Be careful when shop
ping over the weekend. Stick to your budget, or you
could get an awful case of buyers' remorse.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You're still busy this week,
but you'll be able to share the load with a partner soon.
Monday could be hectic and nerve-rattling. Take it
slowly. Tuesday and Wednesday should be a lot easier,
especially if you gather a team around yourself. There's
more pressure on Thursday and Friday, so be prepared
bv then. Ask for what you want, and you'll get the help
you need over the weekend. The hard part will be over
by then.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Monday should be a lot of
fun and a good day to start a writing project. Your
nerves could be on edge Tuesday and Wednesday. Take
care not to snap. Your biggest problem Thursday and
Friday is setting priorities in your social calendar. You'll
be a perfectionist this weekend. Don't be frustrated; just
keep at it 'til you get it right.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You're still focusing on
things that are happening at home. Monday's good for
shopping to replace something that's worn out. Plan a
romantic excursion for Tuesday or Wednesday. The boss
may ask you for an accounting on Thursday or Friday.
e prepared. You may have to choose between friends

Internet,continued from page 1
trough
UAH's
server and the only
COst whl be for com
puter configuration.
Mr. Maxon said,
the process will
cause a bit of a disrup10n and some incon
venience, but it will
be well worth it."
Southeast residents
pleased as well.
U*e resident com
mented

to us over a year ago.
We're still waiting,"
Another said, "We
need it very badly.
Upperclassmen need
it more than the un
derclassmen, yet, they
already have it. The
sooner they finish the
better,"
For more informa
tion
about
the
progress of the
project, contact john
It's a great idea, Maxon at 890-6108.

Jjjj^ey promised it
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By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services
and loved ones over the weekend. You'll manage.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Learn something
you can apply at home this week. Listen and take notes
on Monday, even if you don't always agree. Go out and
get stuff that'll be good for your family on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Thursday or Friday will be best for an ath
letic excursion, so get your exercise then. Stay home
over the weekend. Somebody you care about could
need your attention.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). You could find a nice
way to increase your income on Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesday should be good for planning a major pur
chase. Then, go out and get it on Thursday or Friday.
Your weekend's about education. If something inter
esting is happening within a few hundred miles, go
there and do that. Also, visit your favorite siblings.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Monday is your best
day this week. You have a clear shot, so take it. You'll
have to put in more effort on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday are good for resolving an old dif
ficulty with a partner. Shop for something you need
over the weekend. New furniture? Home appliances?
Real estate? Watch out; you're feeling extravagant.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). You've been pondering,
possibly worrying, for a few weeks. Outgrow the old
traumas and get on to the next phase. On Monday, you'll
get tired of an outdated issue. Romance looks excellent
on Tuesday and Wednesday. You'll be busy with busi
ness on Thursday and Friday. Over the weekend, the

sun goes into your sign. You'll get more confident and
more creative. Replace an old habit with one that saves
you money.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week:
Feb. 14: A brilliant conversationalist could convince
you to settle down. Your dreams are glorious, but watch
out for financial problems.
Feb. 15: Work smart and save your money this year,
and you'll have everything you need. A barrier at home
looks insurmountable, but it isn't.
Feb. 16: Work on a household project pays well this
year. Rough out your plans first.
Feb. 17: You're getting luckier in love this year, and
that could lead to a commitment. You may start out
with an argument, though.
Feb. 18: You may feel like you can do it all this year,
but you'd be wise to take on a strong partner. You be
the brains behind the operation.
Feb. 19: This should be a creative year for you, espe
cially if you get well-organized. Accept a tidy partner's
coaching.
Feb. 20: All sorts of changes are going on this year,
especially if you insist upon them. Learn from a critical
friend.

Linda explains what's going on ingreater detail at (900)
950-9000, for 99 cents per minute. To leave a message, call
(888) 522-9533for free.
©2000 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
© Tribune Media Services, 2000

Romance, continued from page 12
terically as well as
scenes that will make
you want to cry. Men
may even like this
one, since it has a lot
of humor and not
quite as much sappiness as some other romantic movies.
Finally, on our
movie list, we have
Legends of the Fall,
Okay, I admit it, even
with Brad Pitt's
scruffy new appearance, I still have
naughty thoughts every time I see him in
this movie. Julia
Ormond is the very
lucky lady who gets
to be involved with all
three Ludlow brothers (Pitt, Aidan
Quinn, and Henry
Thomas), but it is Pitt
who ultimately takes
her heart. This is sort
of a toss-up. Women
will love it for the obvious reasons, and
men may like it for its
war and hunting
scenes, not to mention
a mostly outdoors setting. Watch it, and if
you still don't think
Brad Pitt is hot, you
can complain to me
about it.
Now, I would like
to include some ro-

mantic songs that you
and your significant
other can listen to
while cuddling, or
doing whatever it is
you people do in your
private lives. I was
driving home from
my parents today
when I got the idea to
include songs in this
article, because honestly, there are some
songs that I hear, and
I just melt. Rather
than go into why I
love each and every
one of these, I'm
merely going to do
my top 10, although,
in no particular order,
Also, these are all extremely varied and
not the typical "romantic" songs. These
are romantic songs for
people under 30, for
the most part,
1. Wonderful Tonight-Eric Clapton
2. Romeo and JulietThe Indigo Girls
3. The Morning
Song-Jewel
4. If I Had A Million
ZM^Barenaked Ladies
5. Let's Get it onMarvin Gaye
6. I Would for YouJane's Addiction
7. Just the Way You

ited by space con
Are-Y>\Wy Joel
8. Wicked Game- straints. I will leave
you with this, if you
Chris Isaak
alone
on
9. Misguided Angel- are
Valentine's, don't de
Cowboy Junkies
10.
Tempted- spair. I'm including
You Oughta Know
Squeeze
If you haven't and I Will Survive as
heard of some of the two wild cards on
these, I highly encour the list, to get you
age you to go find through the rough
them. I wanted to put times.
Have a happy
about 20 more on
here, but alas, I'm lim- Valentine's Day.
Applications Sought by Omicron Delta
Kappa, the National
Leadership Honor Society
UAH's chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national
leadership honor society, is accepting applications
for membership from eligible students. Students
who are eligible include undergraduate students
with a cumulative GPA of 3.4 and graduate students
with a cumulative GPA of 3.8. Additionally, ODK
looks for a record of participation and leadership in
various college organizations and activities, includ
ing student clubs and organizations, sports, student
government, and student publications, among
others. If you have a record of such leadership
•natched by high academic achievement, we encour
age you to apply for membership in ODK. Applica
tions are available at the Information Desk in the
University Center. They must be completed and
aimed in to the Department of Communication Arts
(342 Morton Hall) by noon on February 21, 2000.
Applicants selected for membership will be con
tacted shortly after the deadline. For more informa
tion about ODK, please contact Scott Thomas at
thomass@email.uah.edu or Dr. Rountree at
rountrj@email.uah.edu.

Dr. Clarke Rountree, Chair
Department of Communication Arts
342 Morton Hall
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
(256)890-6645
rountrjQemail.uah.edu
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
EARN
EXTRA
CASH ONLINE $$$
New! No Selling or
B u y i n g
www.expage.com/
page/kash4u

3:30 to 6:00pm for a 5
year old and a 2 year
old. Very lovable chil
dren, love attention!
Need own transporta
tion. Could work into
more hours if inter
ested. Call 837-8865
ASAP.

Singers-4 UAH guys
needed for a pop boyband project. Some
experience required.
Email caneoman@
usa.net with your
stats.

FOR SALE

Console piano with
bench by Weber, like
n
- e
w
condition,
piano
lamp, music, etc.
Childcare in my home $ 1 , 4 0 0 .
Tues. and Thurs. from call 880-9414

1997 Jeep Wrangler,
black. CD player,
alarm, custom rims
and tires, 48,000
miles, never driven
off road, $14,000 o.b.o.
Call 722-8606 (hm);
890-6375 (wk).

Prize Winners

TRAVEL

Go Direct! #1 Internetbased Spring Break
company offering
WHOLESALE pric
ing! We have the other
companies begging
for mercy! All desti
nation! Guaranteed
lowest
price! 1-8001993 Civic Hatchback
Cx. White, 113k, 3 6 7 - 1 2 5 2;
5spd., new front w w w . s p r i n g b r e a k
brakes, new cv direct.com
boots, AM/FM cas
sette, never wrecked,
regular maintenance;
$3,900,
call
539-4801

exponent
uah.edu

Crossword 101
ACROSS

1 Gibson & Brooks
5 Wagner's overture
10 Reed instrument
14 Jai__
15 Let do
16 Hairdo
17 Flately's creation

19 Foilows Big or Down
20 Ethiopian lake
21 Rayons
23 Retired
26 Biblical garden
27 Non-Com
30 Make fuzzy
32 Throbbed
36 Troublemaker
38 Camden Yard player
39 Tolstoy's Karenina
40 Excuse
42 Spat
43 More humble
45 S. E. Asian country
47 Miscued
48 Rajah's wife
49 Dynamite
50 Domesticate
52 Irish Gaelic
54 Chicken Little for one
58 Like the Old Bucket
62 First woman AG
63 Bligh or Kidd
66
Brute
67 Claw
68 French 101 verb
69 Remain as is
70 Stairs
71 Fish eggs
DOWN

1 K2 Whitney & Wallach
3 Volcanic rock
4 Italian city
5 Craze
6
carte

1

2

3

•
I

4

!

14
17

6

7

8

9

5

•

110

11

12

13

16

18

21
23

27

28

29

24

25

22
26

•
HP
••
•
mr
30

The Exponent is now hiring for
the position of associate sales
person. Salary plus commis
sion. Hours will be discussed
upon application.

31

Advertisement information can be ob
tained by contacting Aletha Pardue,
advertising manager at The Exponent^
phone, fax or email.

Telephone: 890-6090
Fax: 890-6096
Email: exponent@email.uah.edu

19

20

Help Wanted!

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

By Ed Can*y

Hydrotherapy "

Winners of the Valentine's Day Spe
cial will be notified on Thursday
February 10. Prizes may be picked
up between 9:30am and 12:30pm on
Friday, February 11 in the Exponent
office (UC, room 104). Please see
Aletha Pardue.

33

34

35

32

36

37

39

40

43

44

47
30
54
62
66
69

53

41

45

51

56

46

52

57

•

63

I
•
67
70

7 Arm bone
8 Pele's specialty
9 Famous Boss
10 New Jersey resort
11 Catamaran
12 Belgian River

13 Newts
18 Jewish leader
22 Precedes down or up
24 "Pomp & Circumstance"
composer
25 Distribute
27 Disgrace
28 DOA
29 Laser printer need
31 Inner self
33 Lift
34 Petite
35 Remove flab
37 Freshwater fish
38 Edmonton player
41 Poison

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aoI.cora
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
42

• 49
53

58
64

59

60

61

65

•

68

1

71

44 Dutch treat
46 Fabled person
48 Fix a chair
51 Drizzles
53 Diner
54 Greek god of war
55 Latvian
56 Pot starter
57 Story
59 O.J. trial witness
60 Ireland
61 Compass pts.
64 Constable
65 Ques. retort

" Unfortunately our
affluent society has
also been an
effluent society. "
. . Hubert H. Humphrey

Classified ads in The Exponent are free
for all UAH students, faculty, staff
and alumni. Contact The Exponent,
attention Jennifer Sharp at 890-6090
for more information or bring your
ad by our office in room 104 of the
University Center. You can also con
tact The Exponent office by fax at 8906096, or by email at sharpjl@email.
uah.edu. (All free classifieds ivill run for tzvo
iveeks unless otherwise specified.)

